Short break...

Beirut
It used to trumpet its ‘Paris of
the East’ tag but today’s Beirut
is about being authentic – with
a contemporary twist, ﬁnds
MacKenzie Lewis

Lebanon
Beirut
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hings were touch and go for
Beirut this summer. The city
held its breath for a few crucial
weeks, when it looked like
Lebanon would be another
victim of the war in bordering Syria. And
then, miraculously, it wasn’t.
After a collective yet cautious sigh of
relief, Beirut has seen a renewed interest in
tradition; when things around you crumble,
you instinctively grasp at what remains intact.
From arts and culture to food and nightlife,
echoes of Lebanon’s prosperous Sixties
Golden Age and the centuries that preceded
it have grown louder. But the undeniably
modern city is not trying to reclaim its Paris
of the Middle East title – it’s showing off
as authentically Beirut. There’s no better
place to get your bearings in Lebanon’s
capital than the Beirut National Museum
(beirutnationalmuseum.com). Situated on the
former city-dividing Green Line, the small but
striking mathaf exhibits more than a million

years of local history via 1,300 artefacts.
Despite the museum’s efforts, it’s hard
to contain the past: unlikely exhibits spill
on to Beirut’s streets. A crumbling Roman
colonnade stands proudly before the
museum’s entrance, tangled in a web of
congested roads. The ancient Roman Baths in
Downtown, now restored, are surrounded by
a beautifully manicured garden. Other ruins
are scattered across the capital, offering up a
treasure hunt for those with a watchful eye.
The lost Phoenician souk, once the heart of
the city, lives on in Beirut Souks (009-611-98
9040, beirutsouks.com.lb), an open-air luxury mall
in the spirit of a traditional market. The famous
jewellers at Mouawad (009-611-99 9891,
mouawad.com) present ﬂawless gems in the
jewellery souk, and boutiques like Balenciaga
and Burberry stand where mustachioed
peddlers once hawked their wares.
Lebanon has long been inﬂuenced by
outside cultures – most recently the ruling
Ottomans and French – but Lebanese
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Lebanese
hospitality is
legendary, and
exhibits most
prominently in
food. Lunch can
last several hours
designers have put their stamp on global
fashion. Michael Fenici (009-611-21 6098,
michaelfenici.com), who travels around the world
to create bespoke, hand-stitched suits for his
loyal clients, still counts Beirut as his base.
Elie Saab’s
Saab (009-611-98 1982, eliesaab.com)
collections have appeared on Hollywood
A-listers and royalty enchanted by his
glittering gowns. The latest collection is on
display at his Downtown boutique.
His minimalist designs broke the local
mould, so it’s no surprise that couturier Rabih
Kayrouz chose the derelict Port District
for the site of his boutique. Once a seedy
hangout for men who worked the ships and
their transient female companions, stylish
shoppers now outnumber sailors on the
historic seaside block. They make the rounds
at Maison Rabih Kayrouz (009-611-44 4221,
maisonrabihkayrouz.com) and IF boutique (009611-57 0244), which stocks brands like Maison
Martin Margiela and Dries van Noten, before
browsing interior store Karen Chekerdjian
(009-611-57 0572, karenchekerdjian.com).
Chekerdjian’s etched brass serving pieces
make excellent souvenirs.
Though the skyline is transforming with
slick buildings by Jean Nouvel and Steven
Holl, traces of Lebanon’s architectural heritage
are preserved in corners of Beirut. One
breathtaking example is Abdallah Bustros
Palace, a lavish 19th century Ottoman-style
Palace
building that now houses a vast collection
of contemporary art. The new gallery
Metropolitan Art Society (009-617-036 6969,

masbeirut.com) has played host to works by
high-proﬁle artists including Yan Pei-Ming
and Rob Pruitt. Ayyam Gallery Beirut
(009-611-37 4450, ayyamgallery.com) often
shows established Lebanese artists; a recent
exhibition by Nadim Karam saw metal animal
sculptures grazing on the gallery’s sidewalk.
Lebanese hospitality is legendary,
and exhibits most prominently in food. A
traditional lunch or dinner can last several
hours, initiated by a seemingly endless parade
of mezza plates, washed down with Lebanon’s
Enab’s (009famous Chateau Musar grape. Enab
611-44 4441) homely environment is a lowkey way to explore Lebanese specialties, like
smoky baba ghanoush and mouth-watering
fava bean foul. The sprawling restaurant
stands in a home dating back to the Twenties
that’s been converted into several cheerful
dining rooms, a covered patio and garden
terrace. Tawlet (009-617-647 2465, tawlet.com),
a gastronomic landmark, features a rotating
cast of women in its rustic-chic kitchen.
Each chef brings the specialties of her village
The city is
known for its
fresh produce

The famous
Pigeon Rocks at
the Corniche

to a generous lunch buffet, which recently
expanded to include a dinner menu. Not
forgetting the French Mandate, which lasted
from the early Twenties until Lebanon’s
independence in 1943 – a rich Parisian meal
is as much a part of Beirut culture as hummus
or falafel. Oozing elegance, Burgundy (009611-99 9820, burgundybeirut.com) boasts a grape
list that alone is worth the reservation. Chef
Youssef Akiki’s contemporary French cuisine,
summarised in the eight-course Grand Cru
menu, feels like a spectacular bonus.
It’s not for nothing that Beirut is
continuously named the region’s nightlife
capital: the popular post-war motto seems to
be “Live every day as if it’s your last”. From
rooftop bars to underground clubs, there’s
no shortage of after-hours entertainment.
At Bar ThreeSixty (009-611-96 2888, legray.
com), a luxe lounge atop Gordon Campbell
Gray’s Le Gray hotel, cocktails come with a
sweeping view of the city. Friendly patrons
serve as impromptu tour guides, identifying
monuments from their plush velvet seats.
Some remember the days when the now
bullet-riddled Martyrs’ Square below
functioned as a lively town square, and the city
congregated under the shade of its palm trees
to share an ice cream cone or talk politics.
Iconic B 018 (009-611-58 0018, b018.com)
offers a different vantage point. An early
project of Bernard Khoury, the enfant terrible
of Lebanese architecture, the bunker-esque
nightclub was built on the site of a horriﬁc
wartime massacre. That reference doesn’t
seem to dampen spirits; tables are booked
solid on any given night. Thursday’s Eighties
Night proves especially popular, giving those
who lived through the war a chance to rewrite
the decade, if only for a DJ set.
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Hamra
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Visitors take in an
exhibition at the Beirut
National Museum

Far from polished Downtown, aloof
intellectuals and elusive creative types
Mikhael In
congregate in achingly cool Mar Mikhael.
stark contrast to the city’s upscale art galleries,
the surrounding streets serve as a blank canvas
for grafﬁti artists, who decorate building walls
with ﬂourished Arabic script. While certainly
a more relaxed side of Beirut, the area isn’t
lacking in indulgences. Milky white arak is
traditionally enjoyed with a savoury meal,
and the shelves of vintage-inspired Anise
(009-617-097 7926) are lined with glass bottles
of the spirit, handmade in nearby villages.
When served with fresh blueberry or mint, the
anise-ﬂavoured aperitif takes on a surprisingly
sophisticated air. Bow-tie-clad bartenders and
old Arabic love songs crackling through the
speakers only heighten the experience.
After lounging poolside in Beirut’s
glamorous heyday, Brigitte Bardot and Marlon
Phoenicia’s glitzy rooms
Brando retired to Phoenicia
(009-611-36 9100, phoeniciabeirut.com). The
hotel was a casualty of the civil war, nearly
destroyed by rocket ﬁre during the aptly
named Battle of the Hotels. Now restored
to its former glory, Hollywood celebrities are
once again drawn to its ﬁve-star service and
view of the sparkling Mediterranean Sea.
Boutique hotel Villa Clara (009-617-099 5739,
villaclara.fr), on a leafy residential street,
transports guests back to an even earlier time.
All seven rooms of the house are designed
in the belle époque style, once so popular in
Lebanon, with vintage furniture by Andrée
Putman complementing regional details, like
a hand-blown glass chandelier from Damascus.
The setting is reminiscent of another time:
like so much of Beirut, it blurs the lines
between an idyllic past and what may prove
to be an equally rosy present.
GETTING THERE
Most carriers in the GCC ﬂy direct to Beirut
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Le Gray is one
of the city’s
most luxurious
hotels

Beirut’s
bustling bar
scene

Far from
polished
Downtown, aloof
intellectuals and
creative types
congregate in
achingly cool
Mar Mikhael

Kamal Mouzawak,
Mouzawak founder of Tawlet
restaurant and the agriculturefocused social development project
Souk el Tayeb, on where to fill up
on local flavour
“Beirut is a city of contrasts. It has a
cultural mix like nowhere else. It’s this
diversity that makes the city so exciting.
Different expressions of tradition appear
everywhere, and no place more so than in
cuisine. There is Lebanese cuisine: what I
call the public, which includes street food
and restaurant food or mezza, and the
private, which is regional home-cooking.

But there’s also an incredible selection
of international fare. The Italian, French
and Japanese restaurants are all quite
authentic in their expression, as most of
the ingredients are local. Varouj (009-61388 2933), a hidden Armenian gem in the
chaotic Bourj Hammoud area, is one of
my favourites. East-West fusion restaurant
Casablanca (009-611-36 9334) has a warm
organic salad with the most incredible
texture and seasoning.
The city never sleeps, but I do; I only go
to legendary nightclubs like cabaret-style
Music Hall (009-613-80 7555, themusichall.
com), when I’m feeling courageous. Most
nights I keep it simple with a basil cocktail
at Dragonﬂy (009-617-112 7773). No
matter where you end up, the perfect
evening begins with watching the sunlight
dissolve into the Beirut skyline. The
dreamy garden rooftop at Hotel Albergo
(009-611-33 9797, albergobeirut.com) is my
ﬁrst stop. I love seeing the ﬁery sun fade
behind the city’s rooftops.”

